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ABSTRACT
Traditional three-party authenticated key exchange (3PAKE) protocols face two common
problems, one is that the shared key can be compromised, and the other is the high computational cost
that is required to run them. With the rapid development of services such as cloud and ubiquitous
computing, devices with relatively low computing power are becoming more widely used. Some
studies have thus proposed 3PAKE protocols with elliptic curve cryptography to reduce the
computational cost in a mobile commerce environment, but these not only cannot counteract
impersonation attacks, but still have a relatively high computational cost. Therefore, this paper
proposes a lightweight 3PAKE protocol with XOR（exclusive OR）-based operation that has the
following characteristics: (1) less computational cost than the 3PAKE protocols with elliptic curve
cryptography, (2) greater confidentiality with regard to sharing keys, and (3) the ability to resist
impersonation attacks..
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以 XOR 運算為基之輕巧的三方認證鑰匙交換協定
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摘

要

傳統的三方認證鑰匙交換協定存在共享鑰匙被外洩的威脅及需要較大的運算成本。隨著
雲端及無所不在運算服務快速的發展，低運算能力的設備將可能被廣泛的使用。一些研究提
出以橢圓曲線密碼為基礎的認證鑰匙交換協定，藉以在行動商務環境減低運算成本，然而，
這些協定不但無法抵抗冒名攻擊，並且，仍存在較高的運算成本。基於此，我們提出以 XOR
運算為基礎之輕巧的三方認證鑰匙交換協定達到（1）較橢圓曲線密碼方法更低的運算成本
（2）共享鑰匙的保密性（3）抵抗冒名攻擊。
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provides a security analysis of the proposed
protocol in Section Ⅶ , and an efficiency
analysis of it in Section Ⅷ. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section Ⅸ.

I. INTRODUCTION
In traditional 3PAKE protocols [1-4],
session users provide their passwords as shared
keys to a trusted server, which then provides
authentication to them. However, there are two
common problems for such protocols, one is that
the shared keys stored in the server in plaintext
form can be stolen, compromising security, and
the other is the use of modular exponentiationbased operations, which requires significant
computational costs.
The rise of cloud and ubiquitous computing
in recent years means that an increasing number
of low computing devices are now being used,
such as cell phones, e-readers, tablets and other
gadgets [5-6], which are very limited in terms of
computational
capabilities,
memory,
communication bandwidth, and battery power
[7][8]. It is thus necessary to develop an
authenticated key exchange protocol that can be
operated on such devices. From a computational
cost perspective, since traditional 3PAKE
protocols based on modular exponentiation
require more computational cost, they cannot
operate properly on such devices.
Some studies have focused on reducing the
computational cost of 3PAKE protocols in a
mobile commerce environment, with approaches
based on elliptic curve cryptography being the
most common [9][10], although these remain
vulnerable to impersonation attacks [11], and the
computational cost is still too high for certain
devices. Therefore, this paper proposes a
lightweight 3PAKE protocol with XOR-based
operation to achieve the necessary efficiency and
security requirements, thus making it more
suitable for use with low computing power
devices. The proposed protocol has the
following advantages. (1) It requires less
computational cost than 3PAKE protocols with
elliptic curve cryptography; (2) it allows the
shared authenticated keys to be stored in
ciphertext form, and thus their security cannot
be compromised; and (3) it can counteract
impersonation attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: SectionⅡ reviews the related literature,
while we describe a proposed security
mechanism in Section Ⅲ. The proposed protocol
is presented in Section Ⅵ, while the we then

Ⅱ. RELATED WORKS
Diffie and Hellman proposed the first key
exchange protocol [12], but this does not include
an authentication function, and thus is
vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks. Many
other protocols were thus developed, all of
which include authentication, such as Wilson
and Menezes [13], Bellovin and Merrit [14], and
Abdalla and Pointcheval [15]. Bellovin and
Merrit [14] proposed a two-party PAKE (2PAKE)
protocol, which allows a pair of session users to
share their passwords in advance to establish a
common ephemeral session key in a secure
fashion. However, this protocol has a problem,
which is that each session user has to remember
a considerable number of passwords in order to
communicate with others session users in a
large-scale communication environment.
To overcome this, Steiner et al. [16]
proposed that session users share their
passwords with a trusted server, which provides
authentication to them, and this approach is
called three-party PAKE (3PAKE). However,
Steiner et al.’s protocol is still not fully secure,
as noted by Lin et al. [17] and Sun et al. [18],
because it is unable to detect password-guessing
attacks that may occur both on-line and off-line.
To avoid these, a number of schemes in which
the server uses its own public key in 3PAKE
have been proposed, such as in Lin et al. and
Sun et al. However, these require PKI, and the
complex calculations associated with this lead to
a heavy computational overhead. Therefore, the
use of a server’s public key is not suitable in
computationally limited environments.
A number of studies have thus developed
protocols that do not use a server’s public key
[1-4], and these have much lower computational
overheads. However, two common problems
remain for 3PAKE protocols, one is that the
shared keys stored in the server in plaintext form
can be stolen, thus compromising security, and
the other is the use of modular exponentiationbased computation, which requires significant
computational resources. To avoid the shared
keys in the server being compromised, Chen et
-2-
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al. [19] proposed a protocol which does not
storeany security-sensitive tables on the server,
and is still able to authenticate users. However,
Yang and Chang [9] pointed out that Chen et
al.’s protocol cannot be applied to user
authentication for mobile commerce, because it
has to compute modular exponentiation, which
requires a considerable amount of time and
computational power. Yang and Chang also
showed that the protocol cannot resist stolenverifier attacks. To overcome these weaknesses,
Yang and Chang proposed a 3PAKE protocol
using elliptic curve cryptography (ECC-3PAKE)
for mobile commerce. However, Pu et al. [20]
showed that this protocol is potentially
vulnerable to unknown key share attacks, and
suggested changing the computation of the
ciphertexts as a countermeasure to resist these.
Tan [10] then demonstrated that Yang and
Chang’s protocol is vulnerable to impersonation
attacks
(impersonation-of-initiator
and
impersonation-of-responder), and proposed an
enhanced ECC-3PAKE protocol to resolve this.
However, Nose [11] further found that Tan’s
protocol cannot completely protect against
impersonation attacks.

3.2 The 3PSKE mode
The 3PSKE mode is shown in Fig. 1, where
A represents the initiator and B represents the
responder. In 3PSKE mode, both site users and
the server collaborate to generate a session key.
We will use the A-Server-B as an example. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, A generates the identity hash
value (as shown in Fig. 2) to encrypt the sub-key
(i.e. the session key component) and delivers the
sub-key to the server. The server adopts the
same procedure to generate A's identity hash
value and obtains its sub-key. The server then
generates its sub-key and uses it to encrypt the
sub-key of A into a confused sub-key. Next, the
shared authenticated key of B is used by the
server to encrypt the confused sub-key into the
exchange value, which is then delivered to B.
Using its authenticated key, B retrieves the
confused sub-key from the exchange value, and
generates a session key using this value
combined with its sub-key.

Ⅲ. A proposed security mechanism
The proposed security mechanism is based
on the security objective as subsection 3.1, and it
includes a novel three-party session key
establish (3PSKE) mode and both authentication
and self-encryption schemes within this.
Fig. 1. The procedure by which A-Server-B generates
the session key.

3.1 Security objectives
This study proposes a lightweight
computational model to develop a 3PAKE with a
lower computational cost than ECC. However,
the system still has the following threats that
must be considered: (1) the shared authenticated
key, which stores the server and user sites, may
be compromised by the adversaries. (2) The
adversaries can conduct both impersonation-ofinitiator attack and impersonation-of-responder
attack. (3) The adversaries can conduct knownplaintext attacks.
The objective is thus to improve these
security threats.

Fig. 2. The procedure of generating the identity hash
value.

3.3 An authentication scheme
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To counteract the adversaries conducting an
impersonation attack, a coordinated A-Server-B
and B-Server-A authentication scheme is
designed used in the 3PSKE mode. As these two
procedures employ an identical procedure, we
will use the A-Server-B authentication procedure
as an example. First, A inputs the IDB, sub-key,
timestamp and authenticated key into hash to
generate a message hash value, as shown in Fig.
3. This hash value provided to the server for
authentication. Next, A delivers its message
verification value to the server. After S retrieves
the sub-key of A, it also employs the same
procedure to generate a new verification value to
authenticate A.

A self-encryption scheme allows the user to
generate an encryption key with its password,
and also enables it to encrypt an important
parameter, such as the shared authenticated key.
Using a self-encryption scheme, the user can
ensure the confidentiality of an important
parameter.
The
self-encryption
scheme
developed in this work is described in detail
below.
First, the user generates a random number
(rn) and lets password and rn would be each
other’s salt, and inputs them into a hash (H) to
generate the hash values, with PA and AG being
the self-encryption keys of the user, as shown in
Fig. 4. Since the password is simple for the user
to memorize, the user can encrypt and retrieve
the rn with its password, such as
C _ rn = rn XOR password , where C_rn is the
encrypted rn. Furthermore, the user can use PA
and AG separately or jointly to encrypt the
important
parameter,
such
as
C _ par = par XOR PA XOR AG (par represents an
important parameter). Therefore, even if C_par
is stolen, it is infeasible for an adversary to
retrieve par with unknown PA and AG. On the
other hand, when par is needed by the user, it
can be retrieved from C_par based on the PA and
AG, which are generated from the password and
rn.

Fig. 3. The procedure by which A generates its
verification value.

When A pass the authentication of the
server, the server then input IDA, the confused
sub-key and the authenticated key of B, to
generate a message hash value, as shown in Fig.
4. This hash value is provided to B for
authentication. The server then delivers its
message verification value to B. After B
retrieves the confused sub-key, it also employs
the same procedure to generate a new
verification value to authenticate the Server.

Fig. 5. The process by which the user generates selfencryption keys.

Ⅵ. The proposed protocol
In this section, we present an L-3PAKE
protocol based the proposed security mechanism
described in Section Ⅲ, and it is divided into
initial and sub-keys exchange stages, and
discussed in subsections 4.1 and 4.2,

Fig. 4. The procedure by which the Server generates
its message verification value.

3.4 A self-encryption scheme
-4-
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respectively. Before describing the proposed
protocol in more detail, the assumptions it is
based on are presented. First, A is the initiator, B
is the responder, and S is the trusted server.
Collision-free hash and random number
generation algorithm are able to generate outputs
of sufficiently secure bit-lengths. The server has
its secret key which can be kept secure. The
notations used in the proposed protocol are
defined in Table 1.
Table 1. Notations used in the proposed protocol

Parameter

Definition

H

collision-free
function

⊕

exclusive OR operation

Ek ,Dk
IDA,IDB
radA,radB
pswA,pswB
rnA,rnB
PAA,AGA
PAB,AGB
skA,skB

sA,sB

one

way

symmetric encryption / ecryption
process with k , where k is a
secret key of the server.
identities
of
A and
B,

respectively
random numbers generated by the
server for A and B, respectively
passwords of A and B,

respectively
random numbers generated by A
and B, respectively
self-confusion keys generated by
A and B, respectively
components of session key
generated by A and B,

respectively
shared authenticated keys with
the server generated by A and B,

respectively

C_skA,
C_skB

encrypted sub-keysgenerated by
A and B, respectively

tokenA,
tokenB
ihvA, ihvB

TA,TB

timestamps generated by A and
B, respectively

4.1 Initialization stage
Before A and B participate in a session,
they must register with the server. This
procedurs is the same for A and B. We used the
registration procedures of A in the following
example.
（1） A sets its password psw A and generates a
random number rn A .
（2） A
compute
PAA = H ( pswA || rnA )
and
AGA = H (rnA || pswA ) .
（3） A computes C _ rn A = rn A ⊕ psw A .
（4） A generates a random number s A as a
shared authentication key with the server
and computes SAG A = s A ⊕ AG A .
（5） A computes SAG A ⊕ PAA anddeliver
(ID A , SAG A ⊕ PA A ) to S in a secure way.
A then stores C _ rn A and SAG A
（6） After S receives the message from A, it
generates random number rad A and
computes γ A = H (rad A ) .
（7） S uses γ A toencrypt SAG A ⊕ PAA into VS A ,
as VSA = SAGA ⊕ PAA ⊕ γ A .
（8） S computes C _ rad A = Ek (rad A ) , and then
stores (IDA ,VS A ,C _ rad A ) .

4.2 Sub-key exchange stage

mvA,mvB, vs

VSA,VSB

exchange values generated by the
server for A and B, respectively

hash

cluesstored in A and Bsites to
retrieve sA and sB, respectively
clues stored in the server to
retrieve sA and sB
tokens used to help the server
retrieve sA and sB
identity hash value generated by
A and B, respectively
message
verification
values
generated by A and B ,and S,

SAGA,
SAGB

ex_skA ,
ex_skB

respectively
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Round 1
（1） A delivers (IDA ,request) to B
（2） A computes rnA = C _ rnA ⊕ pswA .
（3） A computes PAA = H ( pswA || rn A )
AG A = H (rn A || psw A ) .
（4） A computes sA = SAGA ⊕ AGA .
（5） A computes ihvA = H(IDA || sA) .
（6） A randomly generates skA , TA
computes mvA = H(IDB ||TA || skA || sA ) .
（7） A computes C _ sk A = sk A ⊕ ihv A
token A = PA A ⊕ AG A
,

and

and
and
and
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delivers (IDA , IDB ,C _ sk A ,tokenA ,mvA ,TA ) to S.

（1） After A receives the message, A
computes skB ⊕ skS = ex _ sk A ⊕ s A and
vsA' = H(IDB || skB ⊕ skS || s A ) .
（2） A verifies vsA' = ? vsA .
（3） A generates the common session key
session key = skB ⊕ skS ⊕ skA .

Round 2
（1） After receives the message that A
delivers, B computes rnB = C _ rnB ⊕ pswB .
（2） A computes PAB = H ( pswB || rnB ) and
AG B = H (rn B || psw B )

（3） B computes sB = SAGB ⊕ AGB .
（4） B computes ihvB = H (IDB || sB ) .
（5） B randomly generates skB , TB and
computes mvB = H(IDA ||TB || skB || sB ) .
（6） B computes C _ skB = skB ⊕ ihvB and
tokenB = PAB ⊕ AGB
,and
delivers
(ID B , ID A , C _ sk B , token B , mv B ,T B ) to S.

Round 3.2 (The procedure used by B)
（1） After B receives the message, B
computes sk A ⊕ skS = ex _ skB ⊕ sB and
vsB' = H(IDA || skA ⊕ skS || sB ) .
（2） B verifies vsB' = ? vsB .
（3） B generates the common session
key session key = sk A ⊕ skS ⊕ sk B .

Round 3 (The procedure used by the Server)
（1） After receives messages from A and B,
S check whether TA , TB are fresher than the
one received in the last request. Then, S
(VS A ,C _ rad A )
takes
out
and
(VS B ,C _ rad B ) according to IDA and IDB .
（2） S computes rad A = D k (C _ rad A ) and
Similarly, S also
γ A = H (rad A ) .
and
computes
rad B = Dk (C _ rad B )
γ B = H (rad B ) .
（3） S computes sA = VSA ⊕ tokenA ⊕ γ A and
sB = VS B ⊕ tokenB ⊕ γ B
.When
S

（4）
（5）
（6）

（7）
（8）
（9）

Ⅶ. Security analysis

5.1 The proposed protocol ensures the
confidentiality of the authenticated
keys
To ensure the confidentiality of SA, A use
to encrypt SAinto SAGA, such as
SAG A = s A ⊕ AG A . Similarly, S uses γ A to
encrypt SAG A ⊕ PAA into VSA, such as
VSA = s A ⊕ AGA ⊕ PAA ⊕ γ A in the initialization stage.
Assuming that an adversary has managed to
steal VSA and SAGA, and also collect tokenA and
C_skAin the communication channels. The
adversary then perform the following computing:
PAA ⊕γ A = VSA ⊕ SAGA , γ A ⊕ AGA = tokenA ⊕ PAA ⊕γ A ,
sA ⊕γ A = SAGA ⊕γ A ⊕ AGA and skA ⊕γ A = C _ skA ⊕ sA ⊕γ A .
According to the presented above, if any
one of γA,AGA,PAAand skA are cracked by the
adversary, then she can retrieve sA. In reality,
regardless of the different operations that the
adversary performs on SAGA, VSA, tokenA and
C_skA, she will ultimately face two unknown
parameters. Without being able to confirm either
of these parameters, the adversary cannot
retrieve sA. Also, even if the adversary steals
C_radA, because it is unaware of the secret key
of the server, it cannot retrieve radA from C_radA
and use radA to generate γ A through hash.
Therefore, the adversary cannot impersonate Ato

AGA

retrieves s A and s B , it can compute
sk A = C _ sk A ⊕ s A and skB = C _ skB ⊕ sB .
ihvA' = H(IDA || sA )
and
S
computes
ihvB' = H(IDB || sB ) .
skA = C_skA ⊕ ihvA'
and
S
computes
skB = C_skB ⊕ ihvB' .
S computes mvA' = H(IDB ||TA ||skA ||sA) and
mvB' = H (IDA ||TB || skB || sB ) . S then verifies
mv A' = ? v A and mvB' = ? vB .
S computes vsA = H(IDB || skB ⊕ skS || sA) and
vsB = H (IDA || sk A ⊕ skS || sB ) .
S computes ex _ skA = skB ⊕ skS ⊕ sA and
ex _ sk B = sk A ⊕ sk S ⊕ s B .
S delivers (IDA , IDB ,ex _ sk A ,vs A ) to A and
delivers (IDB , IDA ,ex _ sk B ,vsB ) to B.

Round 3 (The procedure used by both site users)
Round 3.1 (The procedure used by A)
-6-
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counterfeit C_skA and vAto pass the
authentication of the server.According to the
analysis presented above, the proposed protocol
prevents the shared authenticated keys from
being compromised.

5.2

The proposed protocol
impersonation attacks

mvA = H (IDB || TA || sk A || s A )

, if C changes IDB
into IDC, the mvA'which S generated with
mvAis not the same, and so X cannot pass the
authentication of S. Therefore, the proposed
protocol resists impersonation attacks.

resists

5.3 The proposed protocol resists knownplaintext attacks

1. Impersonation of initiator attack
If an adversary X wants to impersonate
A in order to establish communication with B,
it first delivers a message to B, such as
(ID A || requst ) . X then delivers a message to
S, as (IDX , IDB ,C _ skX ,tokenX ,mvX ,TX ) . When B
receives this message, B delivers a message
to
the
server,
such
as
(IDB , IDA ,C _ skB ,tokenB ,mvB ,TB ) . X then
interrupts the message in the communication
channel between B and server and tampers
with it, as (IDB , ID X ,C _ sk B ,tokenB , mvB ,TB ) in
an attempt to pass the authentication of the
server and cause B to mistakenly believe that
it is establishing communication with A.
In the above condition, since B
generates the verification value, such as
mvB = H (ID A || TB || sk B || sB ) , if X changes IDA
into IDX, themvB'which S generated with
mvBis not the same, and so X cannot pass the
server’s authentication.

The 3PSKE mode is used to resist knownplaintext attacks from a malicious initiator or
responder. As the initiator and the responder
employ the same attack mode, we present the
example of initiator A attempting to use knownplaintext to retrieve the authenticated key of B.
To A, skA is its known-plaintext. Assuming that
A intercepts ex_skB from the communication
channel between the server and B, and attempts
to use skA to retrieve the authenticated key of B,
it encounters two unknown parameters:skS and
sB, as skS ⊕ sB = ex _ skB ⊕ sk A . Therefore, it is
virtually impossible for A to infer the
authenticated key of B. Based on the above
analysis; we conclude that the proposed protocol
resists known-plaintext attacks.

2. Impersonation of responder attack
If A wants to establish a session with B,
it needs to deliver a message to B, such as
(ID A || requst ) , then deliver a message to S,
such as (IDA , IDB ,C _ sk A ,tokenA ,mv A ,TA ) . X
intercepts
these
messages
on
the
communication channels, and tampers with
the one that A delivers to S, such as
(IDA , IDX ,C _ sk A ,token A ,mv A ,TA ) . X then
delivers a message to S, such as
(ID X , ID A ,C _ sk X ,token X ,mv X ,TX ) , in an attempt
to pass the authentication of S and cause A to
mistakenly believe that it is establishing
communication with B.
In the above condition, since A
generates the verification value as

36

5.4 Security properties
The comparison of security properties among
the protocols (the proposed, Yang and Chang's,
and Tan's protocols) is shown in Table 2. The
proposed
protocol
provides
mutual
authentication, known-key security, and keycompromise impersonation also provided by the
other two protocols. However, the proposed
protocol is able to further cope with the
unknown key-share attack, while the other two
protocols are not.

Table 2. Comparison of the security properties
Yang
Security
Ours
and
Tan
properties
Chang
Mutual
Yes
Yes
Yes
authentication
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Known-key
security
Keycompromise
impersonation
Unknown keyshare

Yes

Yes

Yes

6.2 On-line computational cost

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

The proposed protocol includes both the
initial and sub-key exchange stages. Only when
a new user registers on the server will the initial
phase need any computational cost, and thus the
on-line computational cost of the proposed
protocol is limited to sub-key exchange stage.
The symbols used to analyze the computational
cost are shown in Table 3. The relationships of
the various computational costs are derived from
the literature [21][22][23] and shown in Table 4.

Ⅷ. Performance analysis
This section examines the performance of
the proposed protocol from two perspectives:
communication cost and on-line computational
cost, and compares the results with the ones
produced by using different 3PAKE protocols
(as shown in Table 5).

Table 3. The symbols of used to analyze the
computational cost
Symbol
Definition

TEXP

6.1 Communication cost

TECM
TMUL

1. Round efficiency
The results show the proposed protocol
requires only 3 rounds, so do Chen et al.'s,
Yang and Chen's, and Tan's protocols. we can
see that the proposed protocol only requires
three rounds, the same as with Chen et al.’s,
Yang and Chang’s ,and Tan’sprotocols.
2. The size of the transmitted messages

TE/D
TH
T⊕

The time needed for one modular
exponential operation
The time needed for the multiplication
of a number over an elliptic curve
The time needed for one modular
multiplication
The time needed for one symmetric
encryption/decryption
The time needed for one hash function
operation
The time needed for one XOR
operation

Table 4. Relationships of computational costs
1 TEXP ≈240 TMUL

To measure the size of the transmitted
messages, we use the assumptions in Yang
and Chang’s protocol and Chen et al.’s
protocol that the output size in the hash
function is 128 bits, the timestamp field is 96
bits and the block in the secure secret key
cryptosystem is 128 bits. Accordingly, the
bit-lengths of both Round 1 and Round 2 in
the proposed protocol are 128*6+96*2 bits,
and that of Round 3 is 4*128 bits. Therefore,
the total size of the transmitted message is
1,472 bits. Compared with the Yang and
Chang’s, Tan’s, and Jaung’s protocols, the
one proposed requires larger size of the
messages.

1 TECM ≈ 29 TMUL
1 TH ≈ 0.4 TMUL
1TE/D ≈2.25 TH
T⊕ is negligible

Disregarding T⊕, the computational costs
for the various parties in the proposed protocol
are shown in Table 5 Both initiator A and
responder B are 4TH, and that of the server is
2TE/D +4TH. Therefore, the total computational
cost of the proposed protocol is approximately
2TE/D +12TH.

Table 5.Comparisons among different 3PAKE protocols
Communication cost

Computational cost
-8-
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ASY
3PAKE

R

Size
(bits)

TEXP
A/B/S

TECM
A/B/S

TE/D
A/B/S

TH
A/B/S

Total

Chen et
al.[19]

3

5824

2/2/0

0/0/0

0/0/0

4/4/6

4 TEXP
+14 TH

ASY

Lv
et
al.[3]

4

11648

2/2/2

0/0/0

3/4/3

1/1/2

6 TEXP
+10 TE/D
+4 TH

ASY

Yang
and
Chang

3

1152

0/0/0

5/5/2

2/2/4

0/0/0

12 TECM
+8 TE/D

ASY

Tan

3

832

0/0/0

5/5/2

2/2/4

0/0/0

12 TECM
+8 TE/D

ASY

Jaung
[24]

5

1024

0/0/0

0/0/0

4/4/4

2/2/4

12 TE/D
+8 TH

SY

Ours

3

1472

0/0/0

0/0/0

0/0/2

4/4/4

2 TE/D
+12 TH

SY

R Rounds SY/ASY(Symmetric/ Asymmetric encryption)
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can also prevent the shared authenticated
key from being compromised, as occurs
with the traditional 3PAKE protocols, and
thus it is expected to be very useful for
3PAKE applications in cloud and ubiquitous
computing environments.

According to Table 5, Yang and Chang's
protocol and Tan's protocol use the elliptic curve
cryptography in substitution for the higher-cost
modular exponential operation to reduce the
overheads produced from the computation by
session users. However, to follow the trend of
ubiquitous cloud-computing, the proposed
protocol is based on the XOR operation to
further reduce the cost of protocols using the
elliptic curve cryptography for overcoming the
limitation of equipment with low computation
capability. Under the circumstance that
cryptography techniques is the same, the
proposed protocol carries out the session key
agreement with fewer rounds and reduces the
computational cost for both A and B by 14TH
(based on 1TE/D ≈2.25 TH) in comparison with
the use of Jaung's protocol. Furthermore, the
proposed protocol reduces the overall
computational cost by 18.5 TH comparing with
Jaung's protocol.
Althoughthe
size
of
thetransmitted
messages using the proposed protocol is larger
than using Yang and Chang’s, Tan’s, and Jaung’
protocols, However, the overall computational
cost of the proposed protocol is less thanthat of
the other 3 protocols.In terms of communication
cost, we believe that the current limitations on
communication cost will be gradually overcome
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